Registro .it
Istituto di Informatica e Telematica del CNR
Via Giuseppe Moruzzi, 1
I-56124 Pisa (Italy)
Subject: Request to register a reserved domain name _____________.IT
The undersigned (first name, surname) born in (place of birth and [province or foreign state]) on
(date of birth) tax code number or identity document number (tax code or number of identity
card for foreign nationals not resident in Italy), delegated to represent in the present agreement the
organization named (corporate name) with legal representative (first name, surname) with VAT
number (VAT number or tax code) with registered office in (address [street/square, locality, postal
code, province or foreign state]), contact code (contactID), nameserver (indicate name and
possible IP addresses of two authoritative nameservers for the domain name), requests the
Registry of the ccTLD.it that the domain name in question is assigned to the above-mentioned
organization through the Registrar _______ -REG (tag of the Registrar).
The undersigned is aware that the Registry will act by civil action and, where appropriate, criminal,
in the case of a false statement. The undersigned also assumes the responsibility to hold harmless
and indemnify the Registry in any case where the said misrepresentation causes damage to third
parties.
Place, date
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The undersigned
Name and Surname
__________________________
(Signature)
"In compliance with art. 13 of Leg. Decree 23/06/03 No. 196 concerning the protection of
personal data, personal data supplied by applicants will be collected at the Institute of Informatics
and Telematics for purposes strictly related to the registration of the reserved domain name in
question. Such data will be processed at a Database of the Institute of Informatics and Telematics
of the Italian National Research Council (CNR) in order to carry out transactions relating to the
request.
The conferral of such data to the Institute for Informatics and Telematics of the CNR is obligatory
for the purposes of evaluation of the request to register a reserved domain name.
The party concerned enjoys the rights as per article 7 of the above-cited decree. The person
responsible for the processing of data is the Director of the Institute for Informatics and
Telematics."

Notes:
1. In case of IDN domain names, the domain name must be indicated in native format and not in Punycode (e.g:
“città.it” and not “xn--citt-3na.it”).
2.

The nameservers containing non-ASCII characters (à, â, ä, è, é, ê, ë, ì, î, ï, ò, ô, ö, ß, ù, û, ü, æ, œ, ç, ÿ) must be given in
Punycode format (e.g.: “ns.xn--citt-3na.it” and not “ns.città.it”). The IP address must be indicated only in case of
nameservers subordinate to the domain name. Then the IPv4 and in case also the IPv6 address must be inserted.

